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1. Bade [l], [2] has developed a multiplicity theory for a com-

plete Boolean algebra (B.A.) of projections on a Banach space. The

purpose of this paper is to introduce three properties which are

shown to be equivalent to uniform multiplicity one for a complete

B.A. of projections on a Hilbert space. Examples of Dieudonne show

that this result does not hold in general in a Banach space.

2. For a complete discussion of Bade's multiplicity theory the

reader is referred to [l] and [2]. However we recall the principal

definitions and properties.

A B.A. B of projections on a Banach space X will be called com-

plete if and only if for every family {Ea}(ZB the projections \/Ea

and A P„ exist in B and

(VP„)X = c\m{EaX},        (AP«)X = n {EaX}.

For such a B.A. B ol projections, corresponding to each vector x in

X there is a carrier projection C(x) in B defined by

C(x) = A {EE B: Ex = x}.

A B.A. of projections is called countably decomposable if and only

if any pairwise disjoint (PF = 0) subfamily is at most countable. The

restriction of a complete B.A. B of projections to the range of a carrier

projection in B is both complete and countably decomposable. The

cyclic subspace Mix) spanned by a vector x is defined by

Mix) = clm{Ex: EE %}■

Let 73 be a complete B.A. of projections on X. Then there is a

unique multiplicity function mi-) defined on 73 such that for each

carrier projection E in B, m(P) is the smallest cardinal power of a

family A ol vectors with

PX = clm{M70:.r £ A}.

If there is y in X such that X = M(y) then B is said to have simple

spectrum. If B has simple spectrum then clearly B has uniform mul-
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tiplicity one. Examples are easily constructed to show that the con-

verse does not hold in general.

The commutant B' of B is the family of bounded linear operators

which commute with (everything in) B. We denote by A (B) the alge-

bra of operators generated by B in the uniform operator topology.

Bade has shown that for any complete B.A. of projections, A(B) is

precisely the family of operators which leave invariant every closed

subspace invariant under B [l, p. 356].

3. We now introduce four properties pertaining to a complete

B.A. B of projections.

I. B has uniform multiplicity one;

II. B' is equal to A(B);

III. there is no nonzero quasinilpotent in B';

IV. B' is commutative.

In order to prove the first theorem we require the following well-

known elementary result [8, Theorem 1, p. 91].

Lemma. Let B be a complete B.A. of selfadjoint projections on a

Hilbert space 77. Then for each x in 77, the orthogonal projection onto

the closed subspace M(x) commutes with B.

Theorem 1. The properties I, II, III and IV are equivalent for a

complete B.A. B of selfadjoint projections on a Hilbert space 77.

Proof of I implies II. Assume I holds. Let Fbe a closed subspace

of 77 invariant under B, and let y£F. There is x in C(y)77 with

M(x) = C(y)H. The restriction 750 of B to C(y)H is a complete B.A.

of projections with simple spectrum. Let P£P'. Then TC(y) = C(y)T

and the restriction P0 of T to C(y)H is in Bd. Hence a result of Bade

[l, p. 355] shows Po leaves invariant M(y)CLC(y)H. Therefore

Ty = Toy £ M (y) e F.

Since Fand y are arbitrary it follows that TEA(B) and so B,rZA(B).

Finally A(B)C1B' and so this part of the proof is complete.

Proof of II implies III. Assume II holds. Let ft be the Stone

representation space of B. Then ft is an extremally disconnected com-

pact Hausdorff space. There is a bicontinuous algebra isomorphism

from A(B) onto C(ft), the continuous functions on ft under the

supremum norm [l, p. 354]. Now ||/n||1/n = ||/||, » = 1, 2, 3, • • • for

every/ in C(ft). Hence there is no nonzero quasinilpotent in A (B) = B'

and so II implies III.

Proof of III implies I. Assume that B does not have uniform

multiplicity one. Then there is x in 77 such that C(x)H* M(x). Let y
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be a nonzero vector in the orthogonal complement of Mix) in 6(x)77

and let P be the orthogonal projection from Cix)H onto Mix). By

the lemma

PEy = EPy = 0,        E E B,

and so Miy) is orthogonal to Mix). B may be regarded as a spectral

measure defined on So., the Borel field of its Stone representation

space fi. Define p%ir) = (P(r)x, x) and p.„(r) = (P(r)y, y), tESu. We

show that py is absolutely continuous (<<C) with respect to px. If tG2q,

then

Mx(r) = 0 => C(7)P(t):*; = 0=> C(x)£(0\t)x = *

=> C(*)£(0\t) = C(«)

=>C(x)£(r) = 0=>ah»(t) = 0.

Since pv<Kpx, it follows from the Radon-Nikodym theorem [6, p. 174]

that there is/ in L1(jix) such that

M„(r) = f fit)^idt),        r E S0,   /(<) £ 0.

Now 1/(1+/) is measurable and essentially bounded. Hence 1/(1+/)

ELxipx). Define for each g in L2(ju„) the function Qg by setting

«2s)(0 = (/(0/(i +/(0))1/2«(0-

From [6, III.10.5, p. 179] we obtain

« E 72(m.) => I g|2 E 7x(mv)=*/| g|2 E ^OO

Therefore () is a linear map from P2(m») into Lifp,x). Also Q is bounded,

since by [6, III.10.5, p. 179]

^ f/(OU(o|v,(do

= f U(0|V„(dO = ||g||2.
•'a
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Now M(x) and M(y) are respectively isometrically isomorphic to

L2(px) and L2(py) [8, Theorem 1, p. 95]. Hence there are unitary

operators Ux mapping M(x) onto L2(ux) and £/„ mapping M(y) onto

L2(py). Define a bounded linear operator A7 on 77 by

Nz=UZ1QUyz,       zEM(y),

and A is 0 on the orthogonal complement of M(y) in 77. Clearly

AVO. Since M(x) and M(y) are orthogonal, A2 = 0. Also by con-

struction NE = EN, EEB, and so A is a nonzero quasinilpotent

operator in B'. This shows that III implies I.

Proof of IV implies I. Suppose that I does not hold. The operator

N, constructed above under this assumption, does not leave invariant

M(y) and so N does not commute with the orthogonal projection P

of 77 onto M(y). Hence by the lemma we have P£P', NEB' and

PNt^NP. This shows that IV implies I. Since I implies II and trivi-

ally II implies IV the proof of the theorem is complete.

By using the appropriate version of the Mackey-Wermer theorem,

we obtain a generalization of Theorem 1. (See for example [5, p. 222].)

Theorem. Let Hx be a Hilbert space and let Bx be a bounded B.A. of

projections on Hx with Stone representation space ft. Then there exist a

Hilbert space H2, a B.A. B2 of selfadjoint projections on H2 with Stone

representation space ft, awa" a one-to-one bicontinuous linear map T of

Hx onto H2 such that

E2(t) = TE^r)!^1,        t open-and-closed in Q.

We observe that it follows readily that if Bx is complete then so is

B2. It is also easily verified that the map Ex(t)-+TEx(t)T~x and the

inverse map preserve the properties I, II, III and IV. Hence we have

the following generalization of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. The properties I, H, III and IV are equivalent for a

complete B.A. of projections on a Hilbert space.

4. In conclusion we consider the corresponding problem in a

Banach space.

Theorem 3. Let B be a complete B.A. of projections, with uniform

finite multiplicity n, on a Banach space X. Then I implies II, II implies

III and III implies IV.

Proof. The proof that I implies II, given in Theorem 1, works in

this case too. The proof that II implies III is valid for any complete

B.A. of projections, not necessarily of uniform finite multiplicity.
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Assume now that III holds and IV fails. Then there is x in X and

Pi, Ti in B' with TiTiX9*TiTiX. Now since there is no nonzero quasi-

nilpotent in B', the B.A. 7J0 obtained by restricting B to C(x)X has

the same property. Since 77 is countably decomposable it follows

from [9, Theorem 7, p. 223] that 77' is commutative. This contra-

dicts the fact that the operators formed by restricting Pi and P2 to

Cix)X are in 77' and fail to commute. Hence III implies IV. (In fact

one can deduce similarly from Corollary 8 of [9] that III implies IV

for a complete B.A. of projections containing no projection of infinite

uniform multiplicity.)

Two examples constructed by Dieudonne show that even for a

complete B.A. of projections of uniform finite multiplicity II does

not necessarily imply I, and III does not necessarily imply II. In [4]

there is an example of a complete B.A. B of projections with uniform

multiplicity two such that B' = AiB). In [3] it is shown that there is a

complete B.A. B of projections with uniform multiplicity two such

that AiB) is a proper subalgebra of B' and such that there is no

nonzero nilpotent in 73'. A result of Foguel shows that in this case

there is no nonzero quasinilpotent in B' [7, p. 687]. It would seem to

be an unsolved problem whether for a complete B.A. of projections

of uniform finite multiplicity IV implies III.
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